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visual and auditory encoding of pitch and time
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Music notations use both symbolic and spatial representation systems. Novice musicians do 
not have the training to associate symbolic information with musical identities, such as chords 
or rhythmic and melodic patterns. They provide an opportunity to explore the mechanisms 
underpinning multimodal learning when spatial encoding strategies of feature dimensions 
might be expected to dominate. In this study, we applied a range of transformations (such as 
time reversal) to short melodies and rhythms and asked novice musicians to identify them 
with or without the aid of notation. Performance using a purely spatial (graphic) notation was 
contrasted with the more symbolic, traditional western notation over a series of weekly sessions. 
The results showed learning effects for both notation types, but performance improved more 
for graphic notation. This points to greater compatibility of auditory and visual neural codes for 
novice musicians when using spatial notation, suggesting that pitch and time may be spatially 
encoded in multimodal associative memory. The findings also point to new strategies for 
training novice musicians.
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The object-attribute model proposes a dual pathway for 
higher level cortical processing of pitch, where one pathway 
involves categorical (symbolic) pattern recognition, and the 
other involves the spatial encoding of pitch strength along the 
continuous dimensions of pitch height and time. Vision has been 
shown to influence auditory processing at various stages of the 
auditory pathway (McGurk and MacDonald, 1976; O’Leary and 
Rhodes, 1984; Shamsa et al., 2002; Sherman, 2007; McLachlan 
and Wilson, 2010), and since visual fields are well known to be 
spatially encoded (Rolls and Deco, 2002), it is possible that spa-
tial encoding of pitch and time by the auditory pathway may be 
influenced by the visual representation of music. Visual represen-
tations can vary in their extent of spatial (graphic) or symbolic 
notation (Larkin and Simon, 1987; Bauer and Johnson-Laird, 
1993; Scaife and Rogers, 1996). For example, a written sequence 
of note names and duration symbols was commonly used in East 
Asia (Nelson, 2008). Such notations are efficient mnemonic aids 
for highly trained performers, since the complete spatial field 
for each music dimension does not need to be represented. This 
means that instrumental training in a particular music culture, 
and with a particular music notation involves increasing reliance 
on categorical and symbolic encoding strategies, as these reduce 
working memory load during performance. To date, music nota-
tion has received limited attention in cognitive neuroscience, 
despite its importance to music performance and education, and 
its potential to elucidate the relationships between fundamen-
tal perceptual mechanisms. This study will investigate whether 
music notations with linear spatial relationships to pitch and time 
facilitate performance on melodic and rhythmic processing tasks 
in novice musicians who have not formed symbolic associations 
for musical categories.

IntroductIon
Rapid variations of pitch over time are a feature of many biological 
signals. Animals and humans learn to recognize patterns of pitch 
over time and attribute meaning to them. Species specific calls are 
an example of this behavior. Deutsch (1999) has documented recog-
nition mechanisms that interact with memory traces of pitch over 
durations of up to 10 s when people listen to music. McLachlan and 
Wilson (2010) have proposed that recognition and identification 
mechanisms are likely to be central to most auditory processing 
tasks as these mechanisms rapidly form gestalts based on long-
term memory to integrate and stream afferent information. Their 
object-attribute model (McLachlan and Wilson, 2010) extends 
“what” and “where” models of auditory processing (Rauschecker 
and Tian, 2000; Maeder et al., 2001; Griffiths and Warren, 2002; 
Zatorre et al., 2002; Arnott et al., 2004; Lomber and Malhotra, 2008) 
by conceptualizing pitch and loudness as spatial attributes that 
are bound with sound identities in auditory short-term memory 
(ASTM). These attributes are spatially represented by place-rate 
encoding in a multidimensional array (Gomes et al., 1995) that pre-
serves sequential temporal order and corresponds to the subjective 
experience of sound. Subsequent to this, spatial encoding of pitch 
height has been demonstrated in humans and monkeys by depth 
electrode recordings from spatial arrays of sharply tuned neurons 
in the auditory core with response functions that are consistent 
with human subjective pitch responses (Bendor and Wang, 2005; 
Bitterman et al., 2008). This form of encoding will be referred to as 
spatial encoding in this paper. Given that ASTM is a buffer of pitch 
and other auditory feature information over time it follows that the 
spatial dimension of pitch height is sequentially encoded along a 
separate neural dimension of time, so that melodic information is 
preserved and may interact with long-term memory systems.
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were presented with or without visual notation. Mental spatial 
manipulation requires multiple processing steps. First, a stable 
mental representation of the stimulus must be formed, followed 
by its mental spatial manipulation in SWM, and finally com-
parison with a referent stimulus (Hooven et al., 2004). We also 
used discrimination tasks to investigate the effect of notation on 
encoding per se. In discrimination with auditory only stimuli (AO) 
the representation is held in ASTM, whereas discrimination with 
audio-visual stimuli (AV) likely requires integration of multimo-
dal inputs in multimodal associative memory (MAM, Pandya 
and Yeterian, 1985). Overall we expected the discrimination tasks 
to be easier than the manipulation tasks, and that performance 
of both discrimination and manipulation would improve in the 
presence of notation.

Two separate experiments were undertaken to explore the 
cognitive processing of spatially transformed melodic and rhyth-
mic phrases. Inversion, transposition, and retrograde transforms 
were used for melodic stimuli, but only transposition and ret-
rograde were possible for rhythmic stimuli. Participants were 
presented with a pair of stimuli and asked to identify the type of 
transformation that had been applied to the reference stimulus 
to generate the target. As baseline tasks, melodic, and rhyth-
mic discrimination without notation were used to ensure there 
were no differences in the ability of participants to encode and 
use auditory information to perform cognitive manipulations. 
Discrimination and manipulation tasks were also administered 
with notation to measure any differences between participants 
exposed to graphic or western notation. Western music nota-
tion requires training to decode the meaning of many symbols, 
and is not visually symmetric for most of the transformations 
used in experiments 1 and 2. This means that novice musicians 
would be unable to perform the tasks using western notation in 
a visual only condition and thus, the MRT was used as a baseline 
task to measure visuo-spatial mental rotation ability (Douglas 
and Bilkey, 2007).

A second aim of our study was to compare the rates of learning 
between the notations. In keeping with Virsu et al. (2008), adapta-
tion of visual and auditory neural encoding mechanisms to coordi-
nate neural representations should improve performance for both 
notation types. A slower rate of learning for western notation would 
indicate the presence of additional learning processes involved in 
decoding symbolic meaning. Conversely, the ability to perform the 
manipulation tasks without evidence of learning over time would 
suggest reliance on one dominant modality.

We hypothesized that:
1. Discrimination performance would be better than manipula-

tion regardless of the presence of notation.
2. The presence of notation would facilitate performance across 

discrimination and manipulation tasks.
3. a. Graphic notation would facilitate melodic and rhythmic 

    discrimination more than western notation.
b. Graphic notation would facilitate melodic and rhythmic 
     manipulation more than western notation.

4. Melodic and rhythmic manipulation would improve over 
weekly sessions for both notation types, with graphic notation 
facilitating learning to a greater extent.

GraphIc and MusIc notatIon systeMs
Western music notation evolved over many centuries into a com-
posite symbolic-spatial notation system. Pitch height is nominally 
spatially represented (proportional to vertical position) but is con-
ditioned by symbolic information in the form of a key signature, 
sharps, and flats (Figure 1). Similarly, note duration is nominally 
spatially represented along a time-line, but is predominantly sym-
bolically represented in the form of shading, stems, dots, and tails 
(Figure 1). Text is also commonly used to define tempo and loud-
ness changes.

Gaare (1997) raised concerns about the limitations of west-
ern music notation. He suggested that the use of key signatures, 
sharps, and flats results in an additional processing step for the 
reader because their meanings must be applied to a note before it 
can be recognized, placing greater demands on working memory. 
Furthermore, the pitch intervals in the most commonly used west-
ern music scale (“C major”) are irregular, but their representation is 
equally spaced in western notation. This may produce incongruence 
between the notation and the corresponding auditory experience. 
Finally, rapid mathematical calculations must be performed to 
decipher note durations, which can be extremely taxing on work-
ing memory (Gaare, 1997). Sloboda (2005) proposed that many 
of the difficulties experienced in learning to read music are due to 
its symbolic nature and layout.

Graphic notation may facilitate problem solving to a greater 
extent than symbolic notation for a variety of reasons. Principal 
amongst these is the reduction in cognitive effort associated 
with the use of fewer symbols to search, recognize, and retain in 
working memory (Larkin and Simon, 1987; Bauer and Johnson-
Laird, 1993; Scaife and Rogers, 1996). Koedinger and Anderson 
(1990) highlighted the facilitatory effects of perceptual con-
gruence on cognitive performance associated with the use of 
graphic notation. With the advent of digital music systems 
it is now possible to tailor the extent of symbolic or graphic 
notation used to scaffold an individual’s learning relative to 
previous training. This, in turn, may support the development 
of representations to aid memory in performance or analyze 
musical structures.

study ratIonale and hypotheses
Symbolic notation may activate long-term memory for music 
identities, and so prime specific patterns of activation in ASTM. 
In contrast, graphic notation may prime novel spatial patterns of 
activation by direct spatial congruence between visual and audi-
tory neural representations. In both cases the presence of a stable 
visual notation over time may help maintain activation of the 
memory trace in ASTM after the auditory stimulus has ceased. 
Since novice musicians do not have well developed long-term 
memories of music identities such as chords, notation is only likely 
to facilitate auditory processing of music if it contains congruent 
spatial information.

The primary aim of this study was to evaluate whether graphic 
notation of pitch and time facilitated cognitive processing of novel 
stimuli by novice musicians, as compared to western symbolic-
spatial notation. An auditory analog of the visual mental rota-
tions test (MRT) of Vandenberg and Kuse (1972) was developed 
to test spatial working memory (SWM) for auditory stimuli that 
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the last beat, and different involved selecting at random another 
rhythm from the pool of stimuli. Figure 2 gives an example of 
each manipulation represented in western and graphic notation. 
An equal number of 12- and 16-beat rhythms was used in each 
notation condition. In total there were 48 trials, with the same 
stimulus pairs randomly presented in the western and graphic 
conditions. Equal numbers of each response type were used for 
the AO and AV tasks.

Pilot studies indicated optimal performance of the manipulation 
task occurred when rhythms were presented three times in succes-
sion. It is likely that the first two repetitions established the length 
of the rhythmic cycle, and the final repetition allowed consolidation 
in ASTM. Thus, for each stimulus pair a minimum IOI of 250 ms 
was used as this is easily perceived, and allowed three repetitions 
of each rhythmic phrase to be played within the 10–15 s upper 
limit of ASTM (McLachlan and Wilson, 2010). The two rhythms 
that comprised each pair were separated by an interval of 1.8 s 
followed by 5 s response time. A chime was presented before each 
new trial.

experIMent 1: IdentIfIcatIon of rhythMIc 
transforMatIons
This experiment tested whether spatially mapped notations of 
inter-onset interval (IOI) patterns facilitated the identification of 
rhythmic transformations compared to western notation. Pairs 
of novel rhythms were presented and participants were asked to 
identify whether a transformation had been applied to the second 
rhythm in the stimulus pair. IOI patterns can only be transformed 
by reflecting their temporal order or shifting their phase, making 
chance performance high in a forced choice paradigm. Therefore 
the discrimination trials were included in the design to provide 
four alternate responses for each trial. To compare the efficacy of 
the two notation types, novice musicians were pseudo-randomly 
assigned to a western or graphic notation condition, keeping age 
and gender approximately equal.

Methods
Participants
Twenty-eight participants took part in the experiment (see Results 
for demographic details). All participants considered themselves 
novice musicians. Four participants were recruited from the wider 
community and 24 were first year psychology students at The 
University of Melbourne who received course credit for partici-
pation. All were screened for music experience and music read-
ing ability before assignment to one of the notation conditions. 
Seven participants understood written music but rated themselves 
as “not proficient” music readers and were evenly distributed 
between the groups. No participants reported experience with 
digital music systems such as musical instrument digital interface 
(MIDI) sequencers.

Stimuli
Ecologically valid rhythms were created according to the crite-
rion of Pressing (1983) of approximately 50% density of accents 
to rests (that is, 50% of the musical beats are played). It was 
also important to prevent stimuli from being biased by proper-
ties of the notations themselves. For example, western rhythms 
have symbols that denote the iterative halving of beat durations 
whereas additional text denotes the division of beats into thirds 
(Figure 1), potentially facilitating rhythmic processing of phrases 
divisible by two. This problem was addressed by first generating 
a set of all possible IOI patterns (where accents and rests were 
denoted by a binary code for each beat). A computer program 
then selected plausible rhythmic stimuli according to the set of 
culturally non-specific criteria detailed in Table 1. A second set of 
criteria, detailed in Table 1, were developed according to the con-
straints of the manipulation task. IOI patterns that did not fulfill 
the specified criteria were eliminated, and the required number 
of patterns was then pseudo-randomly selected to ensure that 
rhythms ranged in complexity.

Ninety IOI patterns were selected for use in the experimental 
tasks and practice trials. A standard MIDI “woodblock” instrumen-
tal sound was used because of its sharp attack and familiarity in 
musical contexts. Four types of transformations were employed. 
They were; “same,” “different,” “backward,” or “shifted.” Shifted 
involved beginning the pattern at a different temporal location, 
backward involved reversing the temporal order of the pattern from 

Figure 1 | An example of western music notation.

Table 1 | Criteria used to select the rhythmic stimuli.

CriTerion rules

1. Rhythms must be 12- or 16-beats long

2. Rhythms must have varying inter-onset intervals

3. Rhythms must always have an accent on the first beat

4. Rhythms must have no more than three accents in succession

5. Rhythms must have no more than four rests in succession

6. Rhythms must have approximately 50% density of accents, so:

 12-beat patterns have 5, 6, or 7 accents

 16-beat patterns have 7, 8, or 9 accents

7.  Rhythms must be excluded if they add an extra accent to an 

 otherwise well defined pattern of groupings. That is,  

 unless this accent generates a new sub-pattern of groupings

MAniPulATion TAsK rules

1. Rhythms must not be the same when shifted

2. Rhythms must not be the same when backward

3. Rhythms must not generate the same pattern when 

 shifted and backward

For the criterion rules, rule 7 could not be specified in mathematical code, so the 
researchers removed these rhythms according to perceptual judgments. For the 
manipulation task rules, rule 3 was used to avoid a correct answer that could be 
both backward and shifted.
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The previous music training of the participants was assessed 
using the Survey of Musical Experience (Wilson et al., 1999). This 
canvasses the study of music as part of general schooling, music 
preferences and amount of music listening, any formal training 
in instrumental or vocal performance, music theory or composi-
tion, previous and current engagement in music activities, and 
the ability to read or write music. Demographic details were also 
collected for each participant, as well as any strategies reported to 
perform the tasks.

Procedure
Ethics approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics 
Committee of The University of Melbourne, and all participants 
gave written informed consent. The two experimental sessions out-
lined in Table 2 were run 1 week apart in a quiet room in groups of 
no more than 15 participants. The notation was presented with a 
computer and projected onto a large screen (1.5 m wide × 1 m high). 
Participants were seated 1.5–2.5 m from the screen. MIDI music 
software was used to present the music with western, graphic, or no 
notation. A speaker in free field was placed near the screen facing 
the participants and the volume was adjusted to allow comfortable 

The visual representations were made as simple as each notation 
system would allow. For western notation, 12- and 16-beat rhythms 
were spread over two bars so that only crotchet (1/4) and quaver 
(1/8) notes and rests were used. Quavers were made into crotchets 
wherever possible. The time signature of 3 crotchets per bar was used 
for 12-beat rhythms, and 4 crotchets per bar for 16-beat rhythms. 
For graphic notation, 12-beat rhythms were divided into 12 units 
per bar, and then further subdivided into four sections of three units 
each. Similarly, 16-beat rhythms were divided into 16 units per bar, 
and subdivided into four sections of four units each. Western music 
notation was created using Finale software and graphic notation was 
created using a standard piano roll MIDI notation (Figure 2).

The MRT is a 20-item multiple-choice test that involves the 
mental rotation of drawn block constructions. Each item consists 
of a criterion construction and four alternatives; two identical to 
the criterion but rotated in orientation, and two distractors. The 
test is divided into two sections (10 items each), each of which was 
time limited to 3 min in accordance with standardized administra-
tion. The MRT has high internal consistency (split half correlation, 
r = 0.88) and substantial retest reliability (r = 0.83) after at least a 
1 year interval (Vandenberg and Kuse, 1972).

Figure 2 | examples of the rhythmic stimuli in (a) western and (b) graphic notation. (A) Same trials. (B) Shifted trials. (C) Backward trials (retrograde). (D) 
Different trials.
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the  discrimination and manipulation tasks using omnibus, mixed 
between and  within- subjects analyses of variance with session number 
as the within-subjects factor and notation condition as the between-
subjects factor. The MRT was administered in session one to ensure 
there was no difference in visuo-spatial mental rotation ability of the 
group assigned to the graphic or western notation condition.

results
The criterion of statistical significance was set at an alpha level of 
0.05 for all tests. Independent samples t-tests showed no significant 
differences between the groups for gender, age, handedness, years of 
education, years of music experience, AO rhythmic discrimination, 
AO rhythmic manipulation, or mental rotation ability (Table 4).

Hypothesis 1, that discrimination performance (M = 84.32, 
SD = 14.87) would be better than manipulation performance 
(M = 59.59, SD = 25.16), was supported by a main effect for task 
[F(1,27) = 83.38, p < 0.001]. Hypothesis 2, that the performance of 
discrimination and manipulation tasks with notation (M = 84.37, 
SD = 18.07) would be better than without notation (M = 59.07, 
SD = 22.72), was also supported by a main effect of notation 
[F(1,27) = 43.24, p < 0.001]. There was an interaction between 
task and the presence of notation [F(1,27) = 16.32, p < 0.001] with 
the facilitatory effect of notation greater for manipulation than 
discrimination performance.

Table 5 compares AV discrimination scores with manipulation 
scores for the western and graphic notation groups over sessions 
one and two. Ceiling effects were observed for all AV tasks except-
ing the manipulation performance of the western notation group. 
These effects precluded the use of omnibus analyses of variance 
to assess hypotheses 3 and 4. As there were no useful transforma-
tions to correct the data distributions, we used Mann–Whitney 
U-tests to assess the effect of notation type on AV discrimination 
and manipulation performance (hypothesis 3). For hypothesis 4 
learning effects could only be tested for the western notation group, 
using a paired-samples t-test.

listening conditions. In the first session, a brief introduction to the 
notation was given with a similar level of detail provided for each 
group. Each task included practice items with feedback to ensure 
participants fully understood the tasks. Participants recorded their 
responses via pen and paper using a multiple-choice format. Scores 
were calculated as percentage items correct for each task.

Sixteen AO trials were run in session one (eight discrimination 
and eight manipulation) and 16 AV trials were run in each of ses-
sions one and two (eight discrimination and eight manipulation; 
Table 2). Only two sessions were undertaken in this experiment 
as participants in the graphic notation condition reached ceiling 
performance.

Design
Table 3 shows the design of this experiment. The baseline tasks of 
AO discrimination and manipulation were presented to partici-
pants in the two notation conditions in session one. This was fol-
lowed by the experimental AV discrimination and manipulation 
trials. This allowed hypotheses 1 (discrimination > manipulation) 
and 2 (notation improves performance) to be analyzed using a 
multivariate repeated measures analysis of variance with factors of 
task and modality (AO or AV) evaluated for data from session one 
pooled over the two conditions. We planned to analyze hypothe-
ses 3 (graphic > western notation) and 4 (learning) separately for 

Table 2 | structure of the two sessions of experiment 1.

session Tasks Presentation

  Trials/ Blocks Time/ 

  block  block 

    (min:s)

1 Mental rotation test 20 1 6

 AO discrimination and manipulation 16 1 7:25

 AV discrimination and manipulation  16 1 7:25

2 AV discrimination and manipulation 16 1 7:25

 Music experience questionnaire   10

AO, auditory only; AV, audio-visual.

Table 3 | stimuli and conditions for the baseline and experimental 

rhythmic tasks.

Task Modality notation session stimulus 

  condition  category (n)

BAseline

Discrimination AO None 1 Same (4) Diff (4)

Manipulation AO None 1 Retro (4) Shift (4)

Mental rotation VO None 1 Same (40) Diff (40) 

test

exPeriMenTAl

Discrimination AV West Graph 1–2 Same (8) Diff (8)

Manipulation AV West Graph 1–2 Retro (8) Shift (8)

AO, auditory only; AV, audio-visual; West, western notation; Graph, graphic 
notation; Diff, different; Retro, retrograde (“backward”); Shift, shifted.

Table 4 | Demographic and baseline characteristics of the groups in 

experiment 1 (±sD).

Characteristic graphic notation Western notation 

 (n = 15) (n = 13)

Number of males 2 5

Mean age (years) 20.50 (2.82) 21.53 (6.11)

Percentage right handed 86 92

Mean education (years) 14.07 (1.64) 13.60 (1.60)

Mean music experience 1.71 (1.86) 1.40 (1.91) 

(years)

Mean AO discrimination  70.09 (18.11) 76.33 (13.48) 

(% correct)

Mean AO manipulation  41.90 (23.97) 42.56 (16.45) 

(% correct)

Mean mental rotation ability  37.86 (15.41) 46.00 (17.65) 

(% correct)

AO, auditory only; AV, audio-visual. p > 0.05 for all group comparisons. Chance 
performance for AO discrimination and AO manipulation both = 25%.
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experIMent 2: IdentIfIcatIon of MelodIc 
transforMatIons
This experiment tested whether spatially mapped notations of 
melodic contours facilitated the identification of melodic transfor-
mations compared to western notation. Pairs of novel melodies were 
presented and participants were asked to identify whether a transfor-
mation had been applied to the second melody in the stimulus pair. 
Melodies can be transformed by reflecting their temporal order and 
pitch height or by shifting their starting pitch. Initial testing showed 
ceiling performance for manipulation trials using these transforma-
tions in some conditions and so another set of stimuli were created 
in which two transformations were applied to the referent melody. 
The participant was informed of the first transformation and was 
required to select one of the two possible second transformations. 
Discrimination trials were run in a separate block in which the par-
ticipant was required to choose whether the melodies were the same 
or different. To compare the efficacy of the two notation types, novice 
musicians were pseudo-randomly assigned to a western or graphic 
notation condition, keeping age and gender approximately equal.

Method
Participants
A new group of 26 participants took part in this experiment (see 
Results for demographic details). All were classified as novice musi-
cians, had limited music experience, and described themselves as 
“not proficient” in reading western music notation. None were 
currently practicing music. The majority of participants (n = 22) 
were community volunteers and four were first year psychology 
students from The University of Melbourne who received course 
credit for participation. As for Experiment 1, participants were 
pseudo-randomly assigned to the western or graphic notation con-
ditions, keeping age and gender approximately equal.

Stimuli
The stimuli comprised pairs of novel isochronous pitch height con-
tours (melodic phrases) developed by Wilson et al. (1997). They 
consisted of 40 novel melodic pairs, with pitches ranging from A#3 
to D#5. There were identical numbers of tonal and non-tonal, and 
five- and eight-note melody pairs that were counterbalanced across 
the conditions for each task. The stimuli were created using a grand 
piano instrumental timbre in MIDI computer software and were 
played at a tempo of 120 crotchets/min. The added dimension of 
pitch height to temporal order enabled more transformations than 
was possible in Experiment 1. The second melody of each pair 
underwent one of the following transformations: (1) Inversion, by 
inverting pitch heights around a central pitch, (2) Retrograde, by 
presenting the melody backward, or (3) Transposition, by shifting 
the melody up or down by three or four semitones in pitch.

Figure 3 illustrates the two notation conditions for the melodic 
discrimination and manipulation trials. Pilot testing indicated that 
participants in both notation groups performed at ceiling levels in 
the AV manipulation trials, and so a set of double transformation tri-
als was included. In these trials the first transformation that had been 
applied to the reference stimulus was given, and participants were 
asked to identify the second transformation. The AO manipulation 
task involved single manipulations only since pilot testing indicated 
that double manipulation was too difficult for this task.

For hypothesis 3b the results showed that graphic notation 
manipulation scores were significantly higher than western nota-
tion scores, both in session one (U = 17.5, n

1
 = 25, n

2
 = 30, p < 0.001, 

two-tailed) and session two (U = 122.5, n
1
 = 25, n

2
 = 30, p < 0.001, 

two-tailed). In contrast, for hypothesis 3a the discrimination 
scores did not differ significantly between the notation groups. For 
hypothesis 4, a significant increase in western notation manipula-
tion scores was evident from session 1 to session 2 [t(24) = −2.12, 
p < 0.05, two-tailed].

dIscussIon
As expected, rhythmic manipulation was shown to be more dif-
ficult than discrimination (hypothesis 1). The results also provide 
strong support for the facilitatory effect of music notation on the 
auditory discrimination and manipulation performance of novice 
musicians (hypothesis 2). This effect was most pronounced for 
auditory manipulation as evident from the interaction between task 
and notation. It suggests that visual information plays an increas-
ingly important role as task difficulty increases. More generally, this 
finding is consistent with the facilitatory effects of visual cues on 
auditory processing, such as the benefits of lip reading for recog-
nizing phonemes in noisy conditions (McGurk and MacDonald, 
1976; O’Leary and Rhodes, 1984).

The spatially congruent graphic notation facilitated manipula-
tion performance more than the composite symbolic-spatial western 
notation (hypothesis 3b), whereas no difference was observed for 
discrimination performance between the notation groups (hypoth-
esis 3a). This likely reflects the ease with which all participants per-
formed the discrimination task, lending support to the notion that 
the difference in manipulation performance was due to decay of the 
memory trace while performing the spatial manipulation. Moreover, 
the results provide evidence of learning over the two sessions for 
the western notation group (hypothesis 4). Learning effects were 
not observed for graphic notation because performance reached 
ceiling in session one and plateaued in session two. This suggests 
that graphic notation provided highly effective visual scaffolding 
for novice musicians, minimizing demands on ASTM. This, in turn, 
likely enabled rapid learning of the ability to spatially manipulate AV 
information, and points to the potential benefits of graphic notation 
to assist music learning. In contrast, slower learning with western 
notation reflected the need to establish complex rules between the 
symbols and their associated auditory stimulus durations.

Table 5 | experiment 1 audio-visual (AV) discrimination and 

manipulation performance (±sD).

Task graphic notation Western notation  

  (% correct)  (% correct)

 session 1 session 2 session 1 session 2

Discrimination  88.75 92.92 87.98 90.38 

 (12.44) (12.14) (14.35) (15.13)

Manipulation 92.92  92.50  57.21 69.23  

 (8.47)*** (10.17)*** (17.74) (21.28)*

***p < 0.001 *p < 0.05. Chance performance for discrimination and manipulation 
both = 25%.
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pair of melodies separated by an interval of 1.8 s, followed by 5 s 
response time. A chime tone was presented before each new trial. 
Five- and eight-note melody pairs took 8 and 11 s to complete 
respectively. The total duration of each block of trials and the order 
of the experimental tasks over the four weekly sessions are shown 
in Table 7. In the first session, a brief introduction to the notation 
was given with a similar level of detail provided for each group.

Participant responses were recorded via pen and paper using a 
multiple-choice format. In discrimination trials participants were 
required to select “same” or “different.” In the single manipulation 
trials, multiple-choice responses reflected the different transforma-
tion types; “upside down” (inversion), “backward” (retrograde), or 
“shifted” (transposition). For the double manipulation trials, the 
first transformation was provided and participants were required to 
correctly identify the second transformation from the two remain-
ing alternatives. Scores were calculated as the percentage of items 
correct for each task.

Design
Table 6 shows the design of this experiment. The discrimination 
trials were run separately from the manipulation trials due to the 
increased number of response categories in the manipulation 
task. As in Experiment 1, we analyzed hypotheses 1 (discrimina-
tion > manipulation) and 2 (notation improves performance) using 
a multivariate repeated measures analysis of variance with factors 
of task and modality (AO or AV) evaluated for data from session 
one pooled over the two conditions. We then planned to analyze 
hypotheses 3 (graphic > western notation) and 4 (learning) using an 
omnibus, mixed between and within-subjects analysis of variance 
with session number as the within-subjects factor, and notation 
condition and task as the between-subjects factors. This experiment 
spanned four sessions because ceiling performance for the manipu-
lation task was not reached as quickly as in Experiment 1.

results
The criterion of statistical significance was set at an alpha level of 
0.05 for all tests. Independent samples t-tests revealed no significant 
differences between the two groups for age, years of education, hand-
edness, and years of previous music experience (Table 8). Hypothesis 
1, that discrimination performance (M = 86.82, SD = 14.65) would 
be better than manipulation performance (M = 70.48, SD = 23.81), 

Different stimulus pairs were used in the AO discrimination and 
manipulation tasks and in the AV discrimination task. Ten of the 
melodic pairs were used in each of the AO tasks, and the remaining 
20 were used for the AV discrimination task. All 40 stimulus pairs 
were used in the AV manipulation task and thus stimuli were pre-
sented so that 20 of the stimulus pairs were used in the first session 
and the remaining 20 in the second session. The third and fourth 
sessions used the stimuli of the first two sessions respectively but 
in a different order to minimize memory effects. The double trans-
formations were generated from the same 40 melodies by applying 
two transformations to the second melody. Table 6 outlines the 
response categories for each of the tasks.

Procedure
The experimental procedure replicated Experiment 1 except for 
the ordering of tasks (see Table 7). To prevent fatigue in session 
one, the MRT was run in session four. In the discrimination and 
manipulation tasks, one trial consisted of the presentation of a 

Figure 3 | examples of the melodic stimuli in (a) western and (b) graphic 
notation. (A) Discrimination (different stimulus pair). (B) Single manipulation 
trials (retrograde stimulus pair).

Table 6 | stimuli and conditions for the baseline and experimental melodic tasks.

Task Modality notation session stimulus category (n) 

  condition

BAseline

Discrimination AO None 1 Same (4) Diff (6)

Manipulation AO None 1 Inv (3) Ret (3) Tran (4)

Mental rotation task VO None 4 Same (40) Diff (40)

exPeriMenTAl

Discrimination AV West Graph 1 Same (8) Diff (12)

Single manipulation AV West Graph 1–4 Inv (13) Retro (13) Tran (14)

Double manipulation AV West Graph 1–4 Inv + retro (14) Tran + inv (13) Tran + retro (13)

AO, auditory only; AV, audio-visual; West, western notation; Graph, graphic notation; Diff, different; Inv, inversion; Retro, retrograde (“backward”); Tran, transposition.
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manipulation performance. A significant positive correlation was 
found between mental rotation ability and melodic manipulation 
in the presence of notation (r = 0.56, p < 0.01). Using partial cor-
relation, the strength of this relationship remained similar when 
controlling for sex (r = 0.55, p < 0.05). Given these findings, MRT 
scores were included as a covariate in the analyses examining 
melodic manipulation performance. There was no significant 
correlation between MRT and AO melodic manipulation scores 
(r = 0.181, p > 0.05).

Hypothesis 3a, that graphic notation would facilitate discrimina-
tion performance more than western notation, could not be tested 
as scores for discrimination in the presence of graphic notation 
were close to ceiling (see Table 9). Instead, an omnibus analysis 
of covariance was used to assess hypothesis 3b in conjunction 
with hypothesis 4.

Hypothesis 3b, that graphic notation would facilitate manipula-
tion performance (M = 90.54, SD = 9.55) more than western nota-
tion (M = 83.62, SD = 7.74), was supported by a main effect for 
group [F(1,23) = 4.60, p < 0.05] while covarying for MRT ability. The 
effect of the covariate was also significant [F(1,23) = 6.16, p < 0.05, 
see Table 8]. Hypothesis 4, that manipulation performance would 
improve over the four sessions for both notation types, was sup-
ported by a main effect of time [F(3,14) = 5.16, p < 0.05]. There was 
no significant interaction between time and group [F(3,14) = 1.05, 
p > 0.05] indicating that there was no difference in the average rate 
of learning across the four sessions for the two notation conditions 
(see Figure 4). In other words, the mean manipulation scores across 
notation groups significantly increased with each session. Closer 
inspection of Figure 4 shows that the pattern of performance of 
the two notation groups differed for melodic manipulation over the 
four sessions, with variable rates of learning evident between dif-
ferent sessions for the two groups. To assess this, planned repeated 
contrasts were performed and revealed significant group differences 
between mean manipulation scores (graphic > western notation) 
when comparing sessions 1 and 2 [F(1,16) = 4.80, p < 0.05], ses-
sions 2 and 3 [F(2,16) = 113.95, p < 0.001], and sessions 3 and 4 
[F(2,16) = 4.80, p < 0.05].

dIscussIon
These results confirm that discrimination of melodic contours 
was better than their manipulation (hypothesis 1). They also 
support the facilitatory effect of music notation on melodic dis-
crimination and manipulation in novice musicians (hypothesis 
2). The spatially congruent graphic notation facilitated manipu-
lation performance more than the composite symbolic-spatial 

Table 7 | structure of the four melodic experimental sessions.

session Tasks Presentation

  Trials/ Blocks Time/ 

  block  block 

    (min:s)

1 AV manipulation  20  1S and 1D 5:00

 AO discrimination 10 1 2:30

 AO manipulation 10 1 2:30

 AV discrimination  20 1 5:00

2 and 3 AV manipulation 20  1S and 1D 5:00

4 AV manipulation 20  1S and 1D 5:00

 Mental rotation 20 1 6:00 

 test

 Music experience   10:00 

 questionnaire

AO, auditory only; AV, audio-visual; S, single manipulation trials; D, double 
manipulation trials.

Table 8 | Demographic and baseline characteristics of the groups in 

experiment 2 (±sD).

Characteristic graphic notation Western notation 

 (n = 13) (n = 13)

Number of males 9 5

Mean age (years) 25.31 (8.24) 23.23 (2.09)

Percentage right handed 92 85

Mean education (years) 16.23 (1.23) 17.23 (1.36)

Mean music experience 2.35 (2.08) 1.77 (1.59) 

(years)

Mean AO discrimination  76.15 (15.02) 79.23 (15.25) 

(% correct)

Mean AO manipulation  56.92 (22.50) 63.85 (23.99) 

(% correct)

Mean mental rotation ability  59.46 (18.45) 47.31 (8.75)* 

(% correct)

AO, auditory only; AV, audio-visual. p > 0.05 for all group comparisons except 
the mental rotations test. *p < 0.05. Chance performance for AO discrimi-
nation = 50%, and AO manipulation = 33%.

Table 9 | Melodic discrimination and manipulation performance with 

notation for session 1 (±sD).

Task graphic notation  Western notation  

 (% correct) (% correct) 

Discrimination 98.08 (3.84) 93.85 (7.40)

Manipulation 84.31 (16.04) 70.54 (15.83)

Chance performance for discrimination = 50%, and manipulation = 42%.

was supported by a main effect for task [F(1,26) = 17.00, p < 0.001]. 
Hypothesis 2, that the performance of discrimination and manipu-
lation tasks with notation (M = 88.27, SD = 16.77) would be better 
than without notation (M = 69.04, SD = 21.17), was supported by 
a main effect for notation [F(1,26) = 51.18, p < 0.001]. No interac-
tion effect was observed.

Despite pseudo-random assignment of participants to groups, 
the mean MRT score for the graphic notation group was sig-
nificantly higher than the western notation group [Table 8, 
t(24) = −2.15, p < 0.05, two-tailed]. This was likely due to the 
larger number of male participants in the graphic notation group 
(Hooven et al., 2004). Thus, Pearson product-moment correlations 
were used to investigate the influence of MRT scores on melodic 
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after four sessions. Compared to western notation it began from a 
higher baseline and continued to improve in each session. Western 
notation contains both spatial and symbolic pitch height informa-
tion, leading to more limited learning in this condition whereas 
improved performance in the graphic condition likely reflects par-
ticipants learning to associate spatially coherent melodic and visual 
contours. The dimensions of pitch and time were studied independ-
ently to ensure that the effect of graphic notation was faciliatory 
in both dimensions. In real-world music, these dimensions are 
combined so the value of graphic notation for novices could be 
expected to be greater than shown in these experiments.

It was not possible to compare manipulation performance to a 
visual only condition to ensure that participants did not simply use 
the visual notation to perform the task. However this is unlikely 
because participants were exposed to both the visual and auditory 
information simultaneously, and must have processed the auditory 
information at least at a subconscious level. Furthermore gradual 
learning effects were observed in most conditions of the manipula-
tion tasks. If performance was based purely on the visual representa-
tion then previously learnt skills in visual manipulation would have 
led to ceiling performance in graphic notation conditions, or floor 
performance in western notation conditions as the participants 
could not decode the symbolic information. These patterns were 
not observed in the data, supporting our interpretation that the 
participants undertook a multimodal (AV) processing task.

extensIon of the object-attrIbute Model to Include 
MultIModal processInG
The object-attribute model of auditory processing (McLachlan and 
Wilson, 2010) informed the design of the experiments undertaken 
in this paper. To interpret the results we first need to introduce an 
expanded version of this model. Figure 5 shows a simplified rep-
resentation of the object-attribute model (McLachlan and Wilson, 
2010) with the addition of higher cortical processes involved in 
multimodal information processing, and semantic and SWM. 
Figure 5 also outlines how the experimental design of this study 
should activate specific processes of the model. The following sec-
tion provides an explanation of the model in light of previous neu-
rophysiological, behavioral, and imaging findings. The final section 
then interprets the results of this study in relation to the model.

The echoic trace and auditory short-term memory
Models of auditory stimulus representation have distinguished two 
phases of auditory information processing (Cowan, 1988; Näätänen 
and Winkler, 1999; McLachlan and Wilson, 2010). In the first pre-
representational phase, the stimulus driven afferent activation pat-
tern is processed to generate auditory features such as pitch and 
loudness. This phase of processing occurs approximately over the 
first 200 ms (Näätänen and Winkler, 1999) and is represented by 
the echoic trace at the level of the thalamus in Figure 5.

In the object-attribute model patterns of neural activation in the 
echoic trace are correlated through time with information stored in 
patterns of synaptic connectivity in sound classification hierarchies. 
While this circuit leads to the recognition of specific sound types in 
the cortex, it also regulates the potentiation of neurons in the echoic 
trace according to a fixed temporal sequence of spectral patterns 
that are associated with the particular activated sound type. Pitch 

 western notation (hypothesis 3b). However ceiling effects pre-
vented the evaluation of any differences in discrimination between 
the notation conditions (hypothesis 3a). This is a similar pattern 
of results to those described in Experiment 1 and again reflects 
the greater ease with which participants performed the discrimi-
nation task.

The results show evidence of learning across the four sessions of 
the experiment irrespective of notation type (hypothesis 4). Despite 
no difference in the average rate of learning for the two notation 
conditions, the learning curves suggested that western notation pro-
vided a less effective scaffold in session 1. Learning in this condition 
then showed more rapid acceleration in session 2, possibly reflecting 
that participants had gained a sense of confidence and familiarity 
with the notation. Subsequent to this, the performance of the western 
notation group tended to plateau across sessions 2–4. In contrast, the 
learning curve of the graphic notation group showed a steady rate of 
increase across the four sessions with performance starting at a higher 
level in session 1. This learning curve supports the generally superior 
facilitation effect of graphic notation shown by the main effect. These 
findings were not attributable to differences in melodic discrimination 
or manipulation ability in the absence of notation and remained after 
visual mental rotation ability had been accounted for.

General dIscussIon
Taken together the results of the two experiments show facili-
tation of the processing of patterns of auditory information by 
novice musicians when presented with concurrent, spatially coher-
ent visual information. Facilitation was greater when the visual 
information was spatially linear, and contained less symbolically 
encoded information. Since visual fields are well known to be spa-
tially encoded (Rolls and Deco, 2002), this supports the proposition 
that pitch and time are spatially encoded in ASTM. The greatest 
effect of visual information was in the rhythmic manipulation task 
with graphic notation where most participants were able to suc-
cessfully apply visual processing skills to the AV information in the 
first session. Western notation of rhythm is largely symbolic. Since 
symbolic information was unlikely to be learnt without guidance 
this likely created limits to task performance in the western nota-
tion condition. For the melodic manipulation task with graphic 
notation performance improved steadily and approached ceiling 

Figure 4 | improvement in melodic manipulation performance for the 
western and graphic notation groups over sessions 1–4.
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and projected onto a temporal dimension (Näätänen and Winkler, 
1999). The object-attribute model postulates that streaming of 
attribute information to ASTM through the auditory core can only 
occur after a gestalt based on sound identity has been formed. Pitch 
height and temporal onset are spatially encoded along a neural 
multidimensional array and associated with an identity in ASTM, as 
shown in the central panel of Figure 5 (Deutsch, 1999; McLachlan 
and Wilson, 2010).

information in the echoic trace is shown to be distributed across a 
periodotopic dimension in each critical band (Z-axis of the echoic 
trace in Figure 5) and is integrated across critical bands according to 
templates stored in long-term memory for specific sound types.

The second representational phase of auditory processing is 
shown to occur in ASTM in Figure 5. It can encode and sustain 
information for about 15 s (Deutsch, 1999; Näätänen and Winkler, 
1999). Here, auditory features are integrated into a unitary percept 

Figure 5 | The object-attribute model extended to include multimodal processing and spatial working memory. The experimental design of this study in 
relation to the model is outlined in the accompanying text in the figure.
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onset (Hughes et al., 2001; Ioannides et al., 2003). These responses 
are thought to involve increased processing in ASTM associated with 
the generation of new expectancies, and support the proposition 
that temporal events are encoded along a spatial time-line in ASTM 
as shown in the central panel of Figure 5 (McLachlan and Wilson, 
2010). Support also comes from the recent findings of Frassinetti 
et al. (2009) who proposed that temporal intervals are represented 
as horizontally arranged in space, and that spatial manipulation of 
temporal processing likely occurs via cuing of spatial attention.

Griffiths and Warren (2002) suggested that the planum tem-
porale is a “computational hub” involved in most aspects of audi-
tory processing. This means that in the object-attribute model the 
planum temporale may be the location of the first processing stage 
of ASTM, where associations between sound identity and features 
occur. Consistent with this, Hall and Plack (2009) found fMRI 
activation in the planum temporale for a wide variety of pitch elic-
iting stimuli. They also showed activation of the prefrontal cortex 
consistent with categorical encoding in anterior temporal regions 
(the “what” pathway on the left of Figure 5), as well as activation 
of the temporo-parieto-occipital junction that may be associated 
with the integration of visual and auditory information in MAM. 
Hall and Plack (2009) observed considerable individual differ-
ences in patterns of fMRI activation consistent with interactions 
of long-term memory templates in the categorical pathway with 
pitch processing in the auditory core and planum temporale. In 
the object-attribute model, these interactions are shown extending 
from the visual input at the top right of Figure 5.

Lesion studies report severe deficits for judging the order of 
appearance of verbal stimuli in patients with left frontal lobe 
lesions, and visual stimuli in patients with right frontal lobe 
lesions (Milner, 1972). A similar pattern of deficits was observed 
for participant-ordered tasks involving verbal and visual stimuli 
in patients with frontal lobe and posterior temporal lobe lesions 
(Petrides and Milnar, 1982). These finding suggest that the anterior 
categorical pathway shown on the left of Figure 5 may facilitate 
the manipulation of information contained in SWM. Using dif-
fusion fiber tractography, Frey et al. (2008) have shown distinct 
connections between Brodmann areas 44 and 45 in the ventrolateral 
frontal cortex, and the inferior parietal lobule and anterior superior 
temporal gyrus respectively. Activation in neighboring Brodmann 
area 47 in the mid-ventrolateral prefrontal cortex has also been 
associated with recently learnt memories of acoustical features 
(Bermudez and Zatorre, 2005; Schönwiesner et al., 2007). Bor et al. 
(2003) showed increased activation bilaterally in the lateral frontal 
cortices (Brodmann areas 44 and 45) and in the fusiform gyrus 
when a visual working memory task was facilitated by recognizable 
visual structures. This pattern of activation was interpreted as rep-
resenting the use of object-based information stored in the fusiform 
gyrus to facilitate chunking of visual information. Taken together, 
these data suggest that multimodal semantic memory processes are 
mediated by these regions, facilitating the manipulation of spatially 
encoded music information as shown in Figure 5.

Multimodal associative memory and spatial working memory
There is an expanding literature on the facilitatory effect of cross-
modal processing of vision and audition. These senses have a 
mutual influence in perception; if one sense receives ambiguous 

This model is supported by data from many experimental stud-
ies. Participants tend to assign high tones to high positions and 
low tones to low positions in vertical space (Pratt, 1930; Trimble, 
1934; Mudd, 1963; Roffler and Butler, 1968), and performance on 
melodic inversion and retrograde judgments was predicted by per-
formance on spatial tasks (Cupchik et al., 2001). Spatial response 
coding experiments demonstrate that in a proportion of individuals 
performance is both faster and more accurate when judgments of 
pitch height match response patterns by using an “upper” or “lower” 
response key or the terms “higher” or “lower” (Melara and Marks, 
1990; Rusconi et al., 2005, 2006; Beecham et al., 2009). This has 
been referred to as the spatial music association of response codes 
(SMARC) effect. Studies of amusia (disorders of music perception 
or production) also provide neuropsychological support for asso-
ciations between disorders of cortical pitch and spatial processing 
(Wilson et al., 2002; Douglas and Bilkey, 2007).

A range of experimental paradigms has been used to investigate 
the properties of ASTM for time varying pitched stimuli. These 
include distortion of temporal judgments by systematic deviations 
of pitch for stimuli that vary in pitch at a constant rate (Henry 
and McAuley, 2009), multidimensional similarity ratings and 
unspeeded classifications (Grau and Kemler-Nelson, 1988), and 
mismatch negativity in evoked potential EEG (Gomes et al., 1995). 
These studies all support the proposition that pitch and temporal 
duration are interacting features encoded in a multidimensional 
spatial array, presumably located in ASTM. Our findings from 
Experiment 2 show that more spatially congruent music notation 
facilitated the cognitive manipulation of pitch-time patterns. These 
findings are consistent with spatial encoding of pitch information 
in ASTM, and its integration with visuo-spatial information in 
MAM prior to cognitive manipulation in SWM.

The presence of a categorical pitch encoding pathway linked to 
ASTM (represented on the left of Figure 5) is supported by research 
showing that music is processed in relation to learnt schema 
(Deutsch, 1999). Deutsch (1999) proposed a model of hierarchical 
networks that operate on a spatiotemporal array of pitch informa-
tion to represent pitch sequences in the form of grouped operations, 
some of which form melodic archetypes that are stored in long-
term memory. This would enable the streaming and segmentation 
of music information based on rules acquired through previous 
music exposure (McLachlan and Wilson, 2010). Recognition of 
pitch intervals and melodies is a commonly occurring form of 
categorical perception in humans (Shepard and Jordan, 1984). 
Musically trained listeners are also able to attach verbal and sym-
bolic (textual) labels to music identities such as chords and rhythms. 
A small proportion of musicians possess absolute pitch, which is 
the ability to apply verbal labels to pitch (Levitin and Rogers, 2005). 
This means that categories of pitch, pitch intervals, and patterns of 
duration intervals can be stored in long-term memory and may be 
associated with predominantly symbolic music notation.

The time between the onsets of successive sounds (the IOI) deter-
mines how a rhythm is perceived (Krumhansl, 2000). Dessain (1992) 
and McLachlan (2000) have proposed expectation–realization models 
for rhythmic perception that could generate temporal expectancies in 
ASTM. Strong neural responses have been reported in the auditory 
association cortex when expected tones were omitted from an audi-
tory stream, at latencies of around 300 ms from the expected sound 
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for visual encoding and spatial manipulation ability (measured by 
the MRT), the auditory manipulation task serves as an index of the 
stability of the memory traces stored in MAM.

Overall, discrimination performance was better than manip-
ulation performance, which supports the proposition that dis-
crimination places less demands on MAM to maintain a stable 
representation over time. Discrimination and manipulation gener-
ally improved in the presence of notation. This suggests that the 
notation served as a scaffold for the memory trace in MAM. The 
interaction observed between task and the presence of notation for 
rhythmic stimuli further suggests that visual information was more 
important when the demands on MAM increased.

We propose that the pattern of increased facilitation of manipu-
lation performance with increased spatial coding in the notation 
provides evidence for spatial dimensions in neural representations 
of pitch and time in ASTM. The facilitatory effect was most strik-
ing when visual information was spatially congruent with a linear 
dimension for time, as revealed by ceiling effects for the rhythmic 
stimuli. The facilitatory effect of a linear pitch notation was less 
striking, likely due to western notation employing more spatial 
information for pitch height than for beat duration. This is sup-
ported by the observation that melodic manipulation performance 
of the western notation group was better than rhythmic manipu-
lation performance, despite more manipulation options and the 
presence of double manipulation trials.

Learning effects were observed for all AV manipulation tasks 
except for rhythmic manipulation trials with graphic notation. This 
provides strong evidence that participants learnt to assimilate visu-
ally encoded information with auditory memory traces, and that in 
all but this one condition, neither modality overly dominated in the 
performance of the task. Near ceiling performance in the rhythmic 
manipulation trials with graphic notation suggests that this notation 
is highly efficient for the spatial manipulation of rhythmic informa-
tion, and that the visual modality dominated in the performance of 
the task. Conversely, learning rhythmic manipulation with western 
notation was the slowest overall, and likely required additional learn-
ing processes to decode the largely symbolic notation.

Most people in the developed world implicitly learn to recognize 
western music scales, intervals, and common rhythmic structures 
by early to mid-childhood (Cuddy and Badertscher, 1987; Wilson 
et al., 1997; Hannon and Trainor, 2007). However it is well known 
that extensive training is required to master western music notation. 
This type of training is likely to reflect additional processes of form-
ing symbolic associations for auditory music identities and their 
visual notations in long-term memory. Given extensive training, 
composers may use symbolically encoded notation to undertake 
manipulations of music information in logical operations, thereby 
bypassing MAM and ASTM. In other words, they compose music 
without imagining the sounds they are symbolically manipulat-
ing. This pathway is identified as the categorical encoding pathway 
shown on the left of Figure 5.

ConClusions
The object-attribute model (McLachlan and Wilson, 2010) proposes 
that sound attributes such as pitch, loudness, duration, and loca-
tion are spatially encoded in a multidimensional array in ASTM, 
and bound with identities that have been categorically encoded 

information, the other can aid in decision making (McGurk and 
MacDonald, 1976; O’Leary and Rhodes, 1984). In other words, 
predictions based on one sensory modality can influence expec-
tations in the short-term memory of another modality, which 
in turn can influence sub-cortical response fields (Shamsa et al., 
2002; Sherman, 2007; McLachlan and Wilson, 2010). In the 
case of music cognition, information from visual, auditory, and 
kinesthetic perceptual processes is available to MAM. Hasegawa 
et al. (2004) reported fMRI activation that correlated with the 
participant’s level of piano training when they observed video 
footage of hands playing piano keys. The activation occurred in 
the parietal lobules, premotor cortex, supplementary motor area, 
occipito-parietal junction, thalamus, inferior frontal gyrus, and 
planum temporale. Molholm et al. (2006) reported changes in 
human intracranial electrophysiological recordings associated 
with the integration of audio and visual signals in the superior 
parietal lobule. In keeping with Hall and Plack (2009) these data 
place the likely location of MAM in the parietal region near the 
temporo-parieto-occipital junction. This is the ideal location to 
integrate information from auditory and visual cortical regions 
(Figure 5), and is consistent with long standing observations of 
primary, secondary, and tertiary cortical zones, with multimodal 
integration occurring later in brain development as myelination 
increases in tertiary zones (Luria, 1980). The temporal processing 
of multimodal information is complicated by differing latencies 
of the arrival of auditory and visual information from simulta-
neous events, and different neural processing speeds in the two 
modalities (Molholm et al., 2006; Virsu et al., 2008). However 
Virsu et al. (2008) showed that training can improve the ability to 
judge simultaneity, and that such learning effects were preserved 
for over 5 months without practice.

Spatial working memory shown at the top of Figure 5 receives 
spatially encoded information from multiple sensory modalities 
that is integrated in MAM, as well as categorically encoded informa-
tion from semantic networks. Foster and Zattore (2009) reported 
fMRI activation in the right intraparietal sulcus that correlated 
with performance on melodic transposition tasks. Activation was 
also observed in the auditory and premotor areas, inferior pari-
etal cortex, ventrolateral frontal cortex, and primary visual cortex, 
which did not correlate with performance of the transposition 
task and so is likely associated with stimulus encoding. Zatorre 
et al. (2009) reported a similar pattern of activation for melodic 
retrograde tasks. This pattern of activation is consistent with a 
network involving multimodal and categorically encoded inputs 
and feedback as shown in Figure 5 (Rauschecker and Scott, 2009), 
with SWM located in the intraparietal sulcus and MAM located 
in the inferior parietal cortex.

interpretation of findings in relation to the expanded 
objeCt-attribute Model
According to the model shown in Figure 5, discrimination per-
formance in the AO condition was an index of the efficiency of 
encoding in ASTM, while in the AV condition it was an index of 
the integration of the auditory and visually encoded information 
to form a stable representation. The manipulation task required 
spatial manipulation of memory traces in SWM and comparison to 
referent traces stored in MAM (Hooven et al., 2004). By accounting 
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